Model DMLEU
Selection chart

60 Hz (Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM)
EBARA Submersible Wastewater Pumps

Performance Curves

Project:  GPM:  TDH:  EFF:  HP:  Chk'd:  Date:

80DMLE62.2 (3HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3 inch Discharge

80, 100DMLE63.7 (5HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4 inch Discharge
EBARA Submersible Wastewater Pumps

DMLEU

Performance Curves

Project:  GPM:  TDH:  EFF:  HP:  Chk'd:  Date:

80, 100, 150DMLE65.5 (7.5HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4, 6 inch Discharge

80, 100, 150DMLE67.5 (10HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4, 6 inch Discharge
EBARA Submersible Wastewater Pumps

Performance Curves

Project:  GPM:  TDH:  EFF:  HP:  Chk'd:  Date:

80, 100, 150DMLE611 (15HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4, 6 inch Discharge

80, 100, 150DMLE615 (20HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4, 6 inch Discharge
EBARA Submersible Wastewater Pumps
DMLEU
Performance Curves

Project: GPM: TDH: EFF: HP: Chk’d: Date:

80, 100, 150DMLE622 (30HP)  Synchronous Speed: 1800 RPM  3, 4, 6 inch Discharge

![Performance Curves Diagram]

Curves No: F8-0132462-3-4
Solid Dia 3”
LL100